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Associate Justice W ill Speak
A t Law School Celebration

Professor Gets
Grant Renewal
Research that holds promise of
producing a treatment for cancer
will continue at MSU under a re
newal of a U.S. Public Health Ser
vice Grant to Richard E. Juday,
professor of chemistry, according
to John M. Stewart, department
chairman.
The new grant of $4,350 will
support a second year of Juday’s
study of hormone-related com
pounds of possible value in cancer
treatment.
The grant continues the support
provided by the original $4,350
grant for the employment of stu
dent assistants on the project.
Gary DuVall, sophomore chem
istry major of Deer Lodge, and
Donald Page, graduate student of
Omaha, Neb., have been working
on the project during the current
school year. Student assistants
next year will be DuVall and
Eugene Ramage, Missoula gradu
ate student.
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50th Anniversary

Plans are being completed for
the dedication of the new Law
Building and celebration of the
50th anniversary of the MSU
School of Law, according to Dean
Robert Sullivan.
The dedication ceremonies will
begin at 2:30 p.m., Sept. 6. Associ
ate Justice William Douglas, of the
U.S. Supreme Court, will speak.
That evening John Satterfield, in
coming president of the American.
Bar Association, will speak at the
dedication banquet.
In the morning of that day there
will be a panel discussion on “Le
gal Education and Public Respon
sibility” featuring John Hervey,
advisor to the section on legal edu
cation of the American Bar As
sociation, two still unnamed deans
of Western law schools, and prob
ably the president of the Associ
ation of American Law Schools.
For two-and-a-half days after
the dedication, the law school will
hold an institute for all Montana

K

lawyers on the revised rules for
civil procedure which were passed
by the 1961 Montana legislature.
In connection with the anniver
sary celebration, a 75-page book
let will be published telling the
history of the School of Law.

MSU Professor
To Direct Mental
Health Inspection
Montana will serve as a site for
case studies in a survey of the
mental health roles of clergymen.
The survey is being conducted by
Raymond Gold, associate professor
of sociology at MSU.
The two-year study is supported
by a $24,082 grant to Mr. Gold
from the National Advisory Coun
cil on Mental Health, a branch of
the Public Health Service, of the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.
The survey will attempt to find
how clergymen and mental health
practitioners function, in their
own view and in the view of each
other, in small and middle-sized
Montana communities.
Mr. Gold is interested'primarily
in the clergyman’s pastoral role.
Clergymen are called upon more
and more often for counseling in
all aspects of human relations, he
pointed out.
During the course of the study,
Mr. Gold will interview a large
percentage of the state’s clergy, a
sample of clergymen’s wives, and
others whose occupations involve
counseling. The latter include so
cial workers, some lawyers, phy
sicians, nurses and teachers.'
Montana is an ideal state for
this study because it is split by the
Continental Divide into a section
oriented to the West Coast and
one oriented by the Midwest, ac
cording to Mr. Gold.
The composite picture of the
whole state will reflect the atti
tudes of both these regions of the
country, thus yielding more com
prehensive results than would be
possible in a more homogeneous
state, he said.
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CB Asks President
To Reinstate Ballet
A motion was passed last night
to submit a resolution to President
Newburn expressing C e n t r a l
Board’s dissatisfaction that the
ballet department had been cut
from the curriculum and asking
that it be reinstated.
The resolution was proposed by
a group defending the ballet de
partment. They also proposed that
Central Board approve a $3,500
salary from ASMSU funds to keep
a ballet instructor on campus. It
was suggested that this be done
for two years* until the-next bien
nium, at which time a proposal
could be submitted to the legisla
ture to continue the ballet depart
ment.
Ray Young, ASMSU business
manager, said that the salary pro
posal had to be submitted to bud
get and finance committee, at

which time it will be voted on and
a recommendation submitted to
Central Board.
*
The students protesting the re
moval of ballet from the MSU
curriculum were Victor Leon-Rocca, Kathy Joseph, Sandra Swank
and Chuck Hope.
Frank Abbott, academic vice
president, and Robert Pantzer, fin
ancial vice president, were present
at the meeting and were intro
duced by Dean Cogswell before
the question of reinstating ballet
was brought up.
In other Central Board business,
Jack Cogswell presented Publica
tions Committee recommendations
for Venture positions.
Central
Board approved Patti Jo Shaw as
editor, Carolyn Carey as business
manager and Mary Lou Hoppe as
art editor.

Leslie Shallenberger, Gary Gal
lagher and Autumn Holtz were ap
proved for two-year terms on
Judicial Council, and Eva Neisser,
Myra Shults and Phil Atkins were
approved for one-year terms.
John Carlson, ASMSU vicepresident, reported that the stu
dents lost approximately $2,074 on
the Randy Sparks Trio. Carlson
said this figure may be higher
pending final tabulation of ex
penses.
Elma Knowlton, chairman of M
Book committee, reported that
Reco Printers of Missoula submit
ted a bid of $550 to publish M
Book, and this was accepted by the
committee. This yfear’s book will
also stress the cultural advantages
of MSU, she said.

Steering Group Analyzes
Present University Catalog
Extensive study is going into the
present University curriculum, ac
cording to Frank Abbott, academic
vice president.
Most of the work is now being
done by the Steering Committee
for Curriculum Analysis, compo
sed of Mr. Abbott and 10 faculty
members.
The first task in the overall
study is to draw up a statement
of goals and objectives of Mon
tana State University. From there,
each department can draw up their
own statements of goals and ob
jectives using the overall state
ment of the University as a guide,
Mr. Abbott said.
The first draft of this overall
statement, after being studied and
criticized by all schools and de
partments, has been revised and
will be ready for more study soon.
The Steering Committee hopes to

have the statement ready for for
mal action next fall.
The next big task is to gather
information concerning functions,
goals, present and future programs'
and aspirations of MSU. This in
formation will be forwarded to the
Council of Presidents of the six
units of the University of Mon
tana. It will be discussed by them
and incorporated into the “ Master
Plan” for the system.
Already, the Steering Committee
has requested each unit of MSU to
send them information about what
that unit’s objectives have been in
the past, how they have changed,
what they are at present and needs
which they can foresee.
This is expected to provide a
wealth of information for the Mas
ter Plan.
Vernon Sletten, director of the

Bureau of Educational Research
and Service, is gathering informa
tion on what courses the Univer
sity now offers and has offered
over the past four years.
The Steering Committee hopes
to analyze this information for lay
ing the groundwork of a curricu
lum study—the third major task.
After the Master Plan is drawn
up, MSU w ill have to study its
own curriculum to see how it
measures up to the duties assighed
to this unit.
“ The curriculum study will be
developed in relation to the Mas
ter Plan, which it is expected will
lead to certain agreed-upon func
tions for MSU,” Mr. Abbott said.
Several committeees w ill be ap
pointed to study the curriculum
when the time comes, Mr. Abbott
said.

Off the Kaimin News Wire

Senate Approves Kennedy School Bill
WASHINGTON (A P ) — The
Senate last night passed Presi
dent Kennedy’s $2.55-billion pro
gram of grants for public grade
and high schools over a three-year
period.
The vote was 39-34.
This is the 'fourth federal aid
to education bill to pass the Sen
ate since 1948. Its backers believe
it has a good chance to become
law this year.
The measure goes to the House
which may start debate on. the
legislation in about 10 days.
The House Education and Labor
Committee Wednesday approved
a measure quite similar to the
Senate version. Nevertheless, the
fight in that body is expected to
be much closer than in the Senate.

Magruder Unable
To Regain Control
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
Gen. Carter B. Magruder failed
again yesterday to win back con
trol over South Korea forces that
strayed from his United Nations
Command and powered last week’s
military coup.
An informed source said the rul
ing generals see the necessity of
making peace with the U.S. gen

eral but a group of “young Turks,”
colonels and lieutenant colonels,
are opposed.
Emerging as a potent force in
'the military government, the
young Turks demand that the
7,000 troops used in the coup stay
in this capital as a precautionary
measure.

‘Freedom Riders9
Jailed in Alabama
JACKSON, Miss. (A P )—Though
34 trail blazers among the “Free
dom Riders” spent the day in jail
— in Jackson and Montgomery,
J\la.— the assault on the Deep
South’s segregation laws showed
little sign of weakening yesterday.
The 27 arrested when their bus
es rolled into Mississippi’s capital
city Wednesday declined bail on
charges they disobeyed an officer
and breached the peace.
In Montgomery, a deputy arr'ested seven other Mississippibound F r e e d o m Riders— four
white college professors— one the
Yale University chaplain— and
three Negroes— and charged them
with a breach of the peace. The
arrests came when they tried to
eat at the white lunch counter at
the bus station.

‘Fuehrer9 Spends
Night in P okey
NEW ORLEANS, La. (AP) —
The self-styled “fuehrer” of Amer
ican Nazis, George Lincoln Rock
well, and nine of his followers
spent the night in jail after pick
eting activities.
Officers said the district attor
ney’s office would be consulted
yesterday to see if any further
action would be taken against the
group.
The Nazis were booked for “dis
turbing the peace in a manner
that would unreasonably disturb
and alarm the public.” They were
picked up at the Civic Theater
where they were protesting show
ing of the movie “Exodus.”

,

Margaret Antony
Exect Stork in Fall
LONDON (A P )— Princess Mar
garet disclosed yesterday she is
going to have a baby— and set
Britain tingling with delight again
over the girl who was always its
gayest royal star.
The news was made known in

a stiffly formal royal announce
ment which said Margaret is ex
pecting her first child in the fall.
The disclosure came just over a
year after her wedding at West
minster Abbey to Anthony Arm 
strong-Jones— the commoner who
went to take pictures at the pal
ace and wound up as one of the
family.

Freedom Tractors
M ay Be Taxable
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
Harry F. Byrd, D-Va., said yester
day the Internal Revenue Service
will have to answer to Congress if
it rules that tractors-for-prisoners
donations are tax deductible.
President Kennedy called on
Wednesday for contributions to a
private committee he helped or
ganize to buy 500 tractors to send
,to Cuba’s Fidel Castro in ex
chance for 1,200 prisoners taken
in the ill-fated invasion.
The statement touched off bit
ter debate in the Senate Wednes
day night, with the Democratic
leaders defending Kennedy’s stand
against Republican critics.

Cockpit Gets Warm
As New Record Set
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE,
Calif. (A P )—A pilot rammed the
X15 rocket plane to a record 3,370
miles an hour yesterday and said
later it got unusiially warm in the
cockpit.
But Joe Walker added: “ We
could have gone faster.”
By midsummer, he told news
men the X15 should hit 4,000
m.p.h. and soar 50 miles or higher.
Walker’s speed" was 296 miles
an hour faster than the mark for
winged craft of 3,074 m.p.h. set
April 21 by Air Force Maj. Bob
White.

S k y lin e S till In tact
PROVO, Utah (AP) — Skyline
Conference athletic directors got
their business out of the way yes
terday with nary a word about
the impending conference pullout
by four member schools.
Skyline Commissioner P a u l
Brechler said the pending Skyline
breakup doubtlessly will come up
today when the athletic directors
hold a joint meeting with faculty
representatives of the eight league
schools.
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Are Campaign Promises
Never Fulfilled

Academic Aspects
Not Disregarded
To the Kaimin:
Concerning the movie proposed
by Public Relations Department
of ASMSU, I would like to make
the following points:
1. The students must take an
active part in promoting their
university. A most effective way
is by means of a movie. If the ad
ministration has not seen fit to
produce a film this is no excuse
for the students not to do so.
2. Some of the most typical and
unique events of MSU must ap
pear in this film. However, this
does not mean that the academic
aspect of the University w ill be
disregarded.
We welcome constructive sug
gestions for this film from any
interested students for the project,
when finished will be one by the
students in the interest of pro
moting their University.

SUE CAD WELL
Student apathy was an issue in the ASMSU election this
year. One of the solutions offered by delegates arid officers
alike was to have class meetings under the direction of the
class delegates. Denis Adams, ASMSU president, followed
A point-by-point refutation of
this suggestion to the extent that, at the Central Board meet
Mr. David S Taylor’s letter in
ing of May 12, he asked the class delegates to arrange a time and Thursday’S Kaimin should hardly
place for each class to meet before the end of the school year. be necessary. Just for thd record,
however, I would like to make a
With one week of classes left it seems, doubtful, if not im 'correction and answer his own
possible, that these class meetings will take place. The prob specific question.
The correction is of a misprint
lem of student apathy has not been solved. The problem of
in my letter. In the second
student apathy can be helped by class meetings’ but these will column, line five, the word “ show”
is misprinted .for “ know” in my
not come about by themselves; they must be pushed. Class definition of a' dupe. A minor er
meetings must be pushed because, to date, no other ideas for ror, perhaps, but it should be cor
a solution have been suggested. They must be pushed because rected.
Mr.1 Taylor asks how I propose
if they are not, apathy, the slow movement of student opxmon, to determine the Communists’ de
sires. The evidence of their own
will also engulf Central Board. At this point ASMSU will literature and the evidence gath
not be a student government but rather a giant falsehood ered by such agencies as the FBI
should surely be enough to deter
acting at the whims of a few, hiding under the guise of an mine the Communists’ aims. And

Communists7 Aims
Easily Provided

operating government.
Guest Editorial

Communications and You
Part of an address by Dr. Walter Gropius at Columbia Uni
versity contained in Arts and Architecture Magazine,
March, 1961.
Communication from person to person is at an all-time low
today in spite of, or because of, our tremendous technical means
of communication and most individuals are driven into shal
low superficiality in all their relations with our people, in
cluding their own friends. But just as the airplane is no substi
tute for our legs, so personal contact between people of like in
terests cannot be replaced by the vast output of professional
literature and information service because individual interpre
tation and exchange is still essential for our functioning as
human beings.
Our over-extended receptive, faculties need a respite so that
greater concentration and intensification can take place, and I
feel that a well-balanced team can help achieve just that. As
we cannot inform ourselves simultaneously in all directions,
a member of a team benefits from the different interests and
attitudes of the other members' during their collaborative
meetings.
The technical, social and economic data, gathered individ
ually and then presented to the others, reaches them already
humanized by personal interpretation and, since all members
of a team are apt to add their own different reactions, the new
information is more easily seen in its proper perspective and
its potential value.
For the effectiveness of this kind of intimate teamwork, two
preconditions are paramount: Voluntariness, based on mutual
respect and liking and exercise of individual leadership and
responsibility within the group. Without the first, collabor
ation is mere expediency, without the last, it loses artistic in
tegrity.
To safeguard design-coherence and impact, the right of mak
ing final decisions must therefore be left to the one member
who happens to be in charge of a specific job, even though he
has previously received support and criticism from other
members.

I suggest that before Mr. Taylor
calls me a dupe of the Commu
nists, he should first present evi
dence that (1) by voicing my
opinions I w ill split American
unity beyond repair; (2) the Com
munists are out to do this; and (3)
perfect unity is in fact desirable.
Finally, I note that Mr. Taylor
mentioned nothing about my cor
rections of the St. Louis Post-Dis
patch editorial.
I will let the
reader draw his own conclusions
from that.
JOHN CLARK

Florence Mlekush
Wins $50 Award
Florence Mlekush, MSU art ma
jor, won first place in the letter
head and emblem designing con
test for the Old Timer Projects Co.
The contest was open to Mon
tana high schools and colleges, ac*cording to Walter Hook, chairman
of the art department.
Miss Mlekush, as first place
winner, will receive a $50 award
and 100 shares in the company.
The formal presentation of the
award will take place this after
noon in Mr. Hook’s office.
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By BARBARA MITTAL

might also be robbed of extra study
by BARBARA MITTAL
time when group exams were
Oregon State University
given at night or on the Saturday
A new plan has been proposed
before final week.
by the Educational Planning Com
On the lighter side at OSU, four
mittee of the Administrative Coun
local disk jockeys, two students at
cil to change the scheduling of
OSU, changed the current college
final exams. The plan “ would vir
tually do away with final week as past-time of bed pushing through
out the country to bed floating.
it now exists
The
four men floated from Cor
“ Instead, the last week of each
vallis to Salem, a 50-mile trip in
term would merely be an addi
1134 hours.
tional week of Monday-WednesUniversity of Washington
day-Friday or Tuesday-Thursday
Donald W. Treadgold, professor
classes, in which a one-hour test
of history and Fart East, told stu
covering the last portion of work
dents that “ a student without a
would be given and, reviewed.
proper comprehension of his lang
“ According to the dean o f ad
uage or possession of the other
ministration the reasons for the
proposed change are (1) the op tools necessary for intellectual
portunity for professors to discuss achievement is like a cripple try
ing to do gymnastics.”
exams with students in order that
they might learn from their errors,
He felt that students graduating
(2) the elimination of the problem
from high school today are “ better
of final scheduling and (3) the
equipped with ‘factual know
elimination of final Saturday ex
ledge’ ” than were university stu
ams.”
dents in 1949 when he first began
Instructors would have to change
teaching.
their methods of testing because
He still finds a lack of respon
the final test would not be a com
sibility in learning. The teaching
prehensive exam of the entire
of communism in .high schools is
term. “ New tests would have to
dangerous he feels because the
be composed each term since final
teacher “ ‘may be speaking out of
exams would be reviewed and ex
ignorance.’ ”
act results made known to the stu
San Jose State College
dents.”
The
dean of students told stu
Students carrying heavy loads
dents
that
they “will have to es
might have “ three, four, or even
tablish a board to censor all fu
five exams in one day.” Students
ture editions of the “ Chapparal,”
campus humor magazine, before
the magazine is allowed to resume
publication.
The magazine “ was suspended
‘for the rest of the academic term’
and the editor expelled from school
for publishing an issue ‘outside the
R. A. Diettert, chairman of the bonds of propriety and accepted
taste.’ ”
botany department, has been se
“The issue, entitled ‘Layboy’, was
lected to participate in the fourth
intended to be a satire on ‘Play
summer institute o{ the Botanical
boy’ magazine.’ ” The editor had
Society of America at Washington
planned the magazine as “ a satire
State University from June 26 to
and social criticism.”
Aug. 4.
The institute, which is suppor
ted by the National Science Foun
dation, will be staffed by 18 top
scientists from throughout the
country, Mr. Diettert said. The 50
participating college teachers will
combine classroom and laboratory
work with field trips.
Purpose of the institute is to
give college teachers an opportun
ity to exchange ideas, benefit from
the knowledge of outstanding
scholars, acquaint the teachers
with the latest developments in
biological sciences and stimulate
research.

Botany Professor
Invited To Attend
Summer Institute
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Juniors W ould Don Bathrobes
To ‘Swing Out’ Behind Seniors
By DON HEGG
The Senior Swingout 'and the
Lantern Parade, probably the most
nostalgic part of the graduation
week events, have been a part of
University tradition since the days
of the flapper and the racoon coat.
The Senior Swingout began
when the awards and prizes con
vocation was more or less secret.
The seniors, wearing caps and
gowns, would meet to march to the
convocation together. The junior
class would find out when and
where the seniors were meeting,
don bathrobes and “ swing out”
behind them. The late Dr. Charles
Waters was responsible for chang
ing the convocation from a simple
gathering to the present practice of
giving prizes and awards.
This year the seniors will gather
at the north end of Main Hall to
march to the University Theater.
This is their first appearance in
caps and gowns. Underclassmen
rise to honor departing classmates
as they enter and leave the theater
during the processional and re
cessional.
The Lantern Parade, honoring
senior women, began in 1922. The
ceremony was kept secret from
everyone except those taking part.
The University band played, and
the women’s Glee Club led the
group singing. Faculty women and
senior women led a parade with
Japanese lanterns, and underclasswomen followed.
The parade
halted at the steps to Main Hall,
and new officers were presented

U Landmarks
W ill Disappear
This Summer
By BARBARA MITTAL
Several University landmarks
which have become eyesores will
be gone from the campus when
students return! next fall.
Four buildings, Jumbo Hall,
Simpkins Hall, the temporary
classrooms and temporary office
building will be sold to the highest
bidder who will haul them from
the campus this summer, accord
ing to T. G. Swearingen, director
of planning and construction. The
buildings have been temporary
structures for many years.
Simpkins Hall was built in 1918
for use as army barracks during
the First World War. It has been
used for “ just about everything
since then,” Swearingen said. It
was once used for a men’s dormi
tory and dining room.
Jumbo Hall was built as a tem
porary dormitory during the Sec
ond World War. The temporary
classrooms and office building
were also built at the same time.
When the Law School moves to
the new Law building this fall, the
psychology department which is
now in Jumbo Hall will move to
the old Law building. The offices
and classrooms in the other three
buildings will be replaced in the
Liberal Arts building annex.

Corps Retreats
In Face of Air
Attack by Bees
EDINBURGH, Scotland (A P ) —
A single civilian drove off an
enemy that had put 200 army
.girls— and some army men—to
rout.
The enemy was a swarm of bees
which settled in the women’s bil
let at Dreghom, near here, and
then dive-bombed the girls, send
ing them screaming.
The Royal Army Service Corps
— a detachment of men—was summmoned to help them— and they
retreated.
So the army called in an expert
from the bee advisory department
of Edinburg College of Agriculture.
He saved the day.

with the books of the organiza
tion.
The Lantern Parade for 1961
was organized by AWS. It will be
considerably different from the
first ceremony. Senior women,
carrying lanterns, form a large
M in the middle of the oval.
Freshmen, sophomores and jun
iors, also carrying lanterns, will
encircle the seniors and a solo
ist w ill sing from the bell tower
in Main Hall. Mistress of cere
monies for the evening is a junior
woman selected on the basis of
her service to the University.

Iv a itn in

Sun-Worshippers Appear Again
As Spring Has Sprung at MSU

Language D ept. Seniors
Have Informal Luncheon
The Department of Foreign
Languages has recently enter
tained their graduating seniors
with an informal luncheon at the
Brooks Hotel, Corvallis, Mont.
This was the 10th annual party
which the department has offered
to its majors. It was attended by
15 members of the staff.
The students attending were
Marcia Aronow, Willie Gough,
James Hamilton, Jurine Landoe,
Denise Leary, and Nancy. Thomas,
French majors; Theodora Lambson, German major,; Cherryl Wag
ner, and Dean Regenos, Latin ma
jors; Sonja Bakke, Barbara Jean
Lee, Rose Shaughnessy, and Rob
ert Trauman, Spanish majors.

Brady’s Civil W ar Pictures
Shown by A rt Department
w

wagon was an object of suspicion
By JOHN SCHROEDER
on the battlefield and Brady him
In 1861 at the outbreak of the
self nearly lost his life at Bull
Civil War Mathew B. Brady, a well Run.
known portrait photographer, was
In this way every aspect of the
able through influential friends in
war possible to photograph with
Washington to obtain for himself
the existing techniques was re
and his associates authorization to
corded.
Seven thousand nega
follow the Union armies and make
tives were made. The venture
a photographic record of the war.
was too great for Brady’s financial
A number of these photographs
resources, and he lost possession of
and negatives have been preser
the negatives.
One set was purchased for the
ved.
War Department by payment of
This week Walter Hook, chair
a storage bill. The other was
man of the art department, re
seized by Brady’s photographic
ceived a part of this collection for
display in the Fine Arts building: supply house in default of pay
The collection, which includes 30 ment. These negatives . are now
in the Library of Congress.
of the original prints and 14 enThe exhibition demonstrates
largments of the Civil War, will
clearly the quality, if not the
be on display during the month of
scope, of the achievement. In
June.
cluded in the exhibit are scenes of
The work accomplished by
the battlefields at Gettysburg,
Brady broke new ground for pho
tography. Only Roger Fenton, an Shiloh and Chancellorsville; and
portraits of President Lincoln and
Englishman who in 1855 photo
Mary Todd Lincoln, Gen. Robert
graphed the Crimean War, pre
E. Lee, Gen. Ulysses S. Grant and
ceded Brady in the field. The
work of Brady, Alexander Gard
others.
The photographs are provided
ner and others associated with
by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
them stands as an important pio
Inc. and Roy Meredith.
neering effort in photo-journalism.
Their technical difficulties were
great, and their equipment was
cumbersome. Brady adopted a J o u rn a lism F ra tern ity
kind of wagon that was for the E lects N e w E x e cu tiv e s
photographer a means of trans
Roy Cottor, junior in journal
portation, equipment storage and
ism, yesterday was elected presi
darkroom. Fragile and awkward
dent of Sigma Delta Chi, men’s
glass plates were coated with
emulsion in this conveyance, taken professional journalistic society.
Vice president for the 1961-82
out to the camera, exposed and
school year is John Schulz. Print
rushed back to the darkroom for
er Bowler is the new secretary
development within the required
and Tom Flaherty is treasurer.
few minutes after exposure. The

By PATTI JO SHAW

Young green lawns from Gerald
Avenue to Main Hall are strewn
with male and female sun wor
shippers and have-become domin
ant to the candid eye since the sun
has chosen to grace our state once
again.
Ah yes, ’tis spring and Jantzen,
Sea and Ski and all other such
enterprising manufacturers have
begun their annual clean-up on
the students’ remaining budgets.
Female “would-be browners” ,
are not an uhcommon sight, but
this year the usually more subtle
male has made his appearance
upon nature’s mat in hopes of ob
taining that “Marlborough Man”
look.
Bottles of quick tan solutions
used during the grey winter
months have been gleefully tossed
aside for the real McCoy.
Tans this season range from sick
yellow (usually due to left over
“man tan” combined with-the be
ginnings of a genuine shade) to
coconut brown (this Requires at
least four or five class cuts a
week.)
Friday seems to be the day in
demand for most of the ladies.

M SU Radiation Lab Shoots
Electrons to H igh Voltage
By ED SIBBALD
You have no doubt felt a bit un
easy in passing the Math-Physics
building certain nights and seeing
the flashing red light warning “ ra
diation area.” Yqur uneasiness is
unfounded because the radiation
lab located in the building is lead
lined— even the doors.
The lab is under the direction of
Professor Mark J. Jakobson of the
physics department. Mr. Jakobson
is presently doing research on
beryllium—to see what happens
when it is bombarded with elec
trons.
Roland Keefer, graduate assist
ant in physics, is conducting re
search study for his thesis on
ozone production. Ozone is a form
of oxygen and is used commer
cially for sterilizing water, purify
ing air and bleaching.
The major piece of equipment in
the lab is the accelerator. This ma
chine accelerates the speed of elec
trons from a range of zero to seven
million electron volts. An electron
volt is the amount of energy an
electron will acquire in passing
through a potential difference of
one volt. The major components
of the accelerator are the series of
magnets and a vacuated chamber.
Other equipment in the lab in

Section

eludes a neutron counter and
scaler. The scaler records changes
radiated by elements under study.
The control panel for this maze of
equipment is unique in that it is
one of the few control panels de
signed for use by a left-handed op
erator.
In addition to the lead walls and
doors, there are several other
safety devices. A pocket-size dissimeter measures the amount of
dosage in any part of the room.
Film badges are worn by the re
searchers to measure the amount
of radiation to which the wearer is
exposed. The film fogs up when
exposed to radiation.
The biggest problem encoun
tered in constructing and main
taining the equipment is to build
air-tight units. The results of the
experiments depend greatly on
vacuated chambers.
The lab is in operation Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday nights and
all day Saturday. As precaution
ary measures the research must be
carried on when the campus is
relatively free of people. However,
if your route does take you past
the Math-Physics building on one
of these nights, there is no need
to give the building a wide berth.
Those lead-lined walls and doors
are more than adequate.

Well, I mean like we haven’t got
a date for this weekend yet!
Attention processors: when those
lovely young things come into
class on a warm day clad in long
trench coats beware, for beneath
the conservative beige color is a
suit designed not for the sport of
swimming, rather for that sport
of “ I can get brown faster than
you can.”
The irony of the entire situa
tion is almost too choice to ignore
. . . brown and browner tomor
row, yet the National Guard oc
cupies Montgomery.

Duke U Appoints
U Biology Major
To Assistantship
Carblyn Ruth, who w ill be grad
uated with high honors in bio
logical science, has been appointed
to a full-tim e research assistantship at Duke University for the
coming school year.
Miss-Ruth, of Billings, w ill do
•research on kidney physiology,
according to Royal Brunson, pro
fessor of zoology.

Choral, Band Organizations
T o Present Annual Concert
The first annual Twilight Con
cert, presented by the University
Choral Organizations and the Uni
versity Concert Band, w ill begin at
7:15 p.m. next Thursday. The con
cert w ill'be presented on the Oval
in front of Main Hall and is free.
Nearly 125 singers w ill participate.
The University Concert Band is
under the direction of James Eversole and numbers 80 players.
Charles Johnson is assistant' di
rector.
The choral organizations, in
cluding the University Choir and
Men’s and Women’s Glee Clubs,
are under the direction of Joseph
Mussulman. Gregory Goida is as
sistant director, and w ill conduct
the women’s group as w ell as the

combined glee clubs for this con
cert.
One feature of the concert w ill
be the performance of an arrange
ment of the “Battle Hymn of the
Republic” by the combined choral
organizations and the concert band.
Clyde Noble, professor of psy
chology, w ill be featured as cor
net, soloist with the otherwise all
student band.
He studied music at Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music before go
ing into the field of psychology.
He w ill solo in “Dramatic Essay”
by Clifton Williams.
Concert-goers are advised to
provide themselves with blankets
or cushions, as no chairs w ill be
provided-.

Ceramics Building Is Center
O f Num erous A rt Creations
By VICTOR LEON-ROCA

Behind the Women’s Center and
to the right side of the swimming
pool, in a long wooden, one-story
building art students laboriously
express their creativeness in cer
amic crafts. Pushing a kiqk-wheel
carefully shaping- a mass of clay,
pressing and pressing the mass
becomes a work of art.
In this building was created the
mosaic mural of the cafeteria in
the Lodge; it was the thesis for a
master’s degree by Lynn Colvert,
done in 1958. The ceramic screen
which is just inside the library to
the right was made by Richard
Bosard as his thesis for his mas
ter’s degree in I960: A decorative
tile panel, which is in the Fine
Arts building, was the thesis of
William Quirt for his master’s de
gree.
The long building has seen art
works being created, modeled, fin
ished, and taken away. Maxine
Blackmer made a tile mural there
last year, to decorate the Im
manuel Lutheran Church in Mis
soula. Another Lutheran Church,
in Chicago, w ill have the free
standing group sculpture made by
Robert Rickels, who received his
master’s degre last year at MSU.
At the present, the building hosts
three 5 X 10 feet clay relief mur
als that w ill flank the entrance of
the library at the Montana State
College. The murals, abstract de
signs, were done by Rudy Autio,
assistant professor of art, with the
help of two of his ’students, Jay
Rummel and Fred Wollschlager.
Mr. Auto has a bachelor’s degree

in applied arts from MSC and a
master’s degree in Fine Arts from
the Washington State University.
He has worked for the Archie Bray
Cefamic Foundation in Helena.
Among other works, he has done
the flat mural that decorates the
lobby of the Union Bank in
Helena. He joined the MSU fac
ulty four years ago.
The ceramic students use (in an
approximate space of 100 X 20
feet) a dough mixer similar to
those used by bakers, three elec
tric wheels, five kick wheels, two
electric kilns for small objects, one
gas-fire 60 cubic-feet updraft kiln,
plus various glazing equipment.
There are now 25 students en
rolled in different areas and the
Ceramics Department also offers
night classes in the fall for towns
people. Last fall there were about
35 townspeople enrolled.
The students’ art works are ex
hibited in the annual sale con
ducted by the Art Club. Next an
nual sale should have about 150
ceramic pieces, among other works
as paintings, sculptures, prints, and
wood carvings.
Other art works by the students
have entered in different exhibi
tions such as the Ceramic National
of Syracuse, the Oregon Ceramic
Studio, the Northwest Cr&ftmen
Show which this year had works
by Ronald Mathews, Fred W oll
schlager and Jay Rummel. The
Wichita Ceramics National, which
selects approximately 400 works
among national entries, has exhibi
ted pieces by Mathews, Wollschla
ger and Rummel in 1961, and by
Maxine Blackmer in 1960.

[" "Locker Room Chatter 1 Grizzly Batsmen Finish Season
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Mines Team Tomorrow

Montanans can now stop asking one another when the Griz
Montana’s baseball team winds
zlies are going to drop out of the Skyline Conference and begin up the 1961 season tomorrow and
Coach Hal Sherbeck bows out as
saying, “ I told you so.”
■
.
,
.
Grizzly mentor in the game against
For the last couple of years, University officials have been Montana School of Mines.
The doubleheader will begin at
insisting that Montana will remain in the conference, but now
1 p.m. in Campbell Park
they say that they have been “ exploring a possible new align- # Sherbeck, who spent six years
ment under the assumption that this might happen.”
as MSU’s head baseball coach,
Perhaps the University has been doing something about a and coach of the freshman football
and basketball teams, will take
re-alignment, but it seems as if they forgot to inform the new
Athletic Director Walter C. Schwank, who will assume duties
in July, on the Skyline’s position.
Schwank, who is presently Athletic Director at Sou^h Dakota
had not heard about the Skyline breakup until a Kaimin phone
interview Monday and expressed surprise at the development.
He said that he knew a new alignment was expected but not

over the varsity football coaching
duties at Fullerton Junior College,
Fullerton, Calif., next fall
Montana finished the 1961 Sky
line season last Thursday with
Utah State University in Missoula.
The Grizzlies dropped the first
game 16 to 9 and won the second
contest 4 to 3. The split series
gave Montana a 3 and 7 record for
the season and a third-place spot

Grizzly Tennis Squad Vies

For Skyline Honors at Provo

so soon.
, ,
.
Schwank is not to blame for not knowing about the breakup
since papers in South Dakota did not carry the story, and Mon
tana papers arrive there a day or two late. University officials
must have forgotten to inform him about the situation, or per
haps they decided it wasn’t necessary to inform him.
SITUATIO N W O N ’T BE PLEASAN T

The new athletic director will not find the situation at Mon
tana too pleasant when he joins the University staff in July.
The duties of being athletic director plus the added responsi
bilities of heading the Health and PE Departments may prove
to be somewhat difficult.
Recruiting athletes without scholarships to lure them with
is difficult enough, and now athletes will be less interested in
the University if they do not know what conference they will
be playing in. Th4 athletes the University does obtain will
have a reduced coaching staff working with them due to the
combined coaching duties which will begin next fall.

The Grizzly tennis squad will be
vying for,conference laurels at the
/Skyline tennis meet at Provo,
Utah today.
Montana finished third in the
Western Division this season with
a record of four wins and three
losses.
Last year, the Grizzly
squad finished seventh in the Sky
line tourney.
Utah will enter this year's tennis
finals in its usual position of fav
orite. Coach Theron Parmelee’s
Redskins topped the Western Di
vision for the eighth consecutive
year with a record of five wins

and no losses. Last season, the
Utes picked up their fifth con
secutive Skyline title.
Parmelee will retire at the end of
this season after a 36-year reign
as tennis coach at Utah.
Wyoming, with a 9-1 record and
its second-straight division title, is
the top Eastern Division contender.
The Pokes were second at the Sky
line meet last year.
Mike Hogarty, Steve Kirk, Dick
Brown and player-coach Don'Hubbard will swing rackets for the
Montana squad in the tournament.

P R U D E N T IA L
Diversified Service

BRECHLER H A S PROBLEMS TOO

Schwank is not the only one with problems. Paul Brechler,
Skyline Commissioner, w ill find himself out of a job after
the Skyline Conference dissolves. Brechler may be offered
a similar job in the new conference, however, according to
John Mooney, sports editor of the Salt Lake Tribune.
Utah State University openly admits being miffed at the
new conference, not because the Skyline w ill be broken up, but
because they were left out of the new league.
Hy Hunsaker, athletic director at Utah State, said that Utah
State is going to ask some pointed questions at the Skyline
meetings. Utah State wants to know how the four schools
arrived at the decision.
The big surprise of the new alignment was that Wyoming
was included in the four schools from the Skyline that will be
in the new conference. Wyoming was not even among the
schools attending the preliminary meetings for the new con. ference.
Students at Wyoming circulated a petition last quarter in
favor of keeping the present eight-school affiliation in the
Skyline Conference.

in the final Western Division
standings.
. Montana School of Mines, a
member of the Montana Collegiate
Conference, has been the door mat
of the little Montana league in the
past, but the Mines’ team has
shown improvement this year.
Butch Hendricks and Ed Komac
are the probable starting pitchers
for the Grizzlies. Mike Dishman
and Bryson Taylor may also see
mound duty for Montana.
At the other spots Sherbeck will
probably open with Dick Held at
first base, Hal Westberg at second,
Dan Sullivan at shortstop and Rex
Robey at third. Chuck Miltenberger will probably get the nod
for catching duties, with Gene Lissa standing by in relief.
The-.outfield will be covered by
Bob O’Billovich, A1 Craig and
Hendricks, when he is not on the
mound.

— PAYS 6 % INTEREST —
“ Change to 6 in ’61”
MISSOULA BRANCH

pocket
secretary

HO W. Front
Florence Hotel Bldg.

b y ROLFS
Here, the efficiency expert
every man appreciates.
Rolfs leather-lined
Pocket Secretary
has a bill compartment,
place for check book, two
pockets for cards and
photos, a leather-backed
memo pad with golden tab
pull-out. Sum total:
some giftl
plus tax

smooth cowhide.

In wanted black,
brown, tan and mahogany

tflatuU k

M O N TAN A M UST FIND CONFERENCE

Montana now faces the problem of finding a new conference.
An alignment discussed in several exploratory talks would
place Montana in a conference with Montana State, Idaho,
Idaho State, North Dakota, North Dakota State, South Dakota
and South Dakota State.
Such an alignment would place Montana in a more favorable
standing than it had in the Skyline. The Grizzlies would have
little trouble competing in the proposed conference on equal
grounds with the other schools.
Montana should be a major power in all sports in a con
ference made up of schools from Idaho, Montana and the
Dakotas. With a few winning teams, the University might
begin making money on athletic events, and athletic scholar
ships would perhaps return to the campus.
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SN Sweeps I-M Track Meet
Sigma Nu compiled 59 points in
the Intramural track meet yes
terday to walk away with firstplace honors.
Phi Delta Theta finished second
in the meet with 39 points, Fores
try No. 1 finished third with 28%
and Elrod finished fourth with 22.
The Summary:
220—1, Levlnsburg, Elrod; 2, Grover,
SN; 3, Steffens, SN; 4, Kansala, PDT;
5, Elliot, SAE. (23.6)
Pole vault—1. Irwin, For. 1; and
Holmes, For. 1; 3, Harris, For. 1; 4,
Munson, SN; 5, Griffith, PDT and
Kurtz, SN. (10 feet)
Shot put—1, Correia, SX; 2, Jones,
Ind.; 3, Morrison, SN; 4, Johnson, SN;
5, Rux, ATO. (40 feet, 2% Inches)
440—1, Grover, SN; 2, Kanz, TX; 3,
Tucker, PDT; 4, Kurtz, SN; 5, Mon
gold, For. 1. (54.8)
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Mile—1, Manz, Elrod; 2, Conners,
For. 1; 3, Krumm, SAE; 4, Anderson,
Ind.; 5, Bacon, Ind. (5:00.2)
100—1, Peters, PDT; 2, Dillon, PDT;
4, Boettcher, SN; 4, Sorenson, PDT; 5,
Ferrell, SAE. (10.1)
880—1, Manz, Elrod; 2, Irwin, For. 1;
3, Corcoran, Elrod; 4, Aldrich, SN; 5
Richard, SAE. (2:39)
Javelin—1, Morrison, SN; 2, Nybo,
Ind.; 3, Ellison, PDT; 4, Aldrich, SN; 5,
Page, For. 1. (163 feet, 5 inches)
880 relay—1, PDT; 2, SN; 3, SAE; 4,
For. 1; 5, Elrod. (1:40)
High Jump—1, Pasley, Ind.; 2, Aidrich, SN; 3, Leonard, For. 1; 4, Harris,
For. 1; 5, Rux, ATO and Tucker, PDT.
(6 feet, 2>/z inches)
Broad jump—1, Kansala, PDT; 2,
Murphy,. SN; . 3,. Boettcher,. SN; 4,
Sorenson, PDT; 5, Harris, For. 1. (19
feet, IOV2 inches)
Discus—1, Johnson, SN; 2, Gratzer,
SX; 3, Berry, PDT; 4, Morrison, SN;
Opsahl, SAE. (118 feet, 1 inch)
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NM, BYU Favored in ’61 Skyline Meet
By G. T. GUENIN
The dust blown up by the recent
announcement to dissolve the
Skyline Conference will have little
time to settle with eight confer
ence schools ready to start kick
ing it up again in the first day
of the 1961 Skyline track and
field meet.
The championships open today
in Provo, Utah and vfrill continue
through tomorrow.
A 13-man squad will be on
hand to represent MSU. The
Grizzlies bagged a third-place
finish in the Western Division
meet Saturday, but it looks like the
Montana squad lacks the depth to
finish that high this weekend.
Last year the Grizzlies finished
fifth in the meet, and there is an
outside chance that MSU cinder-

men could squeeze into a fourthplace spot this season.
Grizzly Sprinters Main Hope
If Montana does move up in the
standings it will probably be be
cause of some outstanding per
formances on the part of MSU’s
sprint and middle distance men.
The Grizzlies showed power in
the mile and mile relay during
the Western meet and they should
carry these two events in the
Skyline, but MSU lacks strength
in the other events.
The Grizzly miler, Gary W ojtowick, ran the long race in 4:17.7
Saturday to set a Skyline record
and the mile-relay team also post
ed a Skyline mark with a time
of 3:14 flat. Both W ojtowick and
ithe Grizzly relay team should
break tapes at Provo, although

GRIZZLY SPRINTER—Pat Dodson, who placed first in the Western
Division track meet 100-yard dash by running it in 10 seconds flat,
will be running for the Grizzlies this weekend at Provo for the
Skyline track championships.
(Kaimin photo by Frank Todd.)

YOUR
WEDDING
CAKE

Utah and BYU will field strong
teams in the relay event.
100-Yard Outlook Poor
Pat Dodson of Montana also won
a first place in the Western Divi
sion met in the 100-yard dash,
but Dodson’s time, 10 seconds, is
too slow to be a threat to runners
from the Eastern Division.
Jim Whitfield of the University
of New Mexico flashed through the
100 at the Eastern meet with a
time of 9.5.
Steve Anderson will also give
Dodson some help in the sprints
at Provo.% Craig DeSilvia, Jim
Grasky, Dave Murray and Tom
Simpson will make up the Mon
tana relay team.
Grasky will also run for Mon
tana in the quarter mile and the
220-yard dash.
Lewis Will Handle Weights
Phil Dwight will handle the 880
for the Grizzlies, and weight-man
Harley Lewis will have his hands
full with competition scheduled
in the javelin, discus and shot put.
Lewis could garner points for
Montana in the shot put, but his
participation in the other two
events may prove to be nothing
more than a work out.
Chuck Miller w ill lead the Grizz
lies in the high jump, and Miller
stands a chance of finishing among
the winners at Provo. He has
jumped 6 feet, 5 inches before, but
6 feet, 3 inches is the best Miller
has recorded this season.
BYU, New Mexico Favored —
Brigham Young and New M exi
co appear to be the favorites in
this year’s conference meet. Both
Schools won in their respective di
visions by wide margins.
The BYU Cougars have won six
consecutive Skyline Champion
ships, but some experts are look
ing to New Mexico to end BYU’s

’Tip Linkmen
To New Mexico
For Skyline Tilt
Montana’s golf team w ill enter
the Skyline championships on defending-champion New Mexico’s
home course this week as the un
derdog while New Mexico is fav
ored to repeat as Skyline champ.
Montana completed its confer
ence season in fourth place of the
Western Division with an 0 and 6
record. Last season, Montana
finished fourth in the Skyline
meet.
New Mexico ran through the
Eastern Division winning six
matches and losing none. The
Lobos compiled a record o f 29
victories, two defeats and two ties
this season in all matches.
Brigham Young captured the
Western Division title this season
with a record of five wins and one
loss.
Ray Maidment, George Marcure,
Jim Bryngelson and Jim Wallinder will represent Montana in the
tournament.

at

BEEBE’S
BAKERY
529 South Higgins

reign as conference king in track
and field.
BYU lost to UNM 83 to 48 earlier
this season in a dual meet, but
with eight teams fighting for the
crown at Provo this score could
mean little.
New Mexico walked away with
an easy victory in the Eastern
Division Meet. The Lobos took
first place with 8334 points, Colo
rado State University finished
second with 51, Denver was third
with 19 and Wyoming fourth with
8.
The Lobos won 10 of 15 possible
first places during the meet.
BYU Wins Western Division Title
Brigham Young won the West
ern Division title with a 19 1/6
point advantage oyer seciond-place
Utah State University. The Cou
gars picked up six blue ribbons in
the meet, six second-place finishes,
eight thirds and two fourths.
New Mexico set one Skyline
record and tied another during the
teams drive to the Eastern crown.
Adolph Plummer ran the 440 in
a blazing 46.5 seconds to surpass
his own conference mark of 47.4
set during the Skyline meet last
year.
Whitfield also tied a circuit re
cord in the 100 with his 9.5 second
effort.
Hugh Hackett, Lobo coach, be
lieves that New Mexico has a good
chance of winning the meet if
somebody can counter BYU’s
strength in the high jump and
javelin, according to a UNM press
release.
BYU Takes High Jump
Brigham Young took the first
three places in the high jump at

the Western meet.
BYU’s Ed
Costa led the pack with a 6-foot,
8-inch leap.
The Cougars also controlled the
first and second places in the jave
lin. Lew Deveraux took first with
a throw of 224 feet, 7% inches.
New Mexico’s John McMahon won
this event in the Eastern meet with
a 212-foot, 7-inch toss.
The Lobos will also have to go
some to better some o f the other
distances posted during the West
ern Division meet.
Brigham Young’s Cougars won
the pole vault with a height of 14
feet, 3 inches. The best Eastern
vault was New M exico’s posting of
13 feet, 6 inches.
In th e ' broad jump, BYU’s en
try went 24 feet, 4 inches, a slight
1% inches better than New M exi
co’s best. Glenn Passey, Utah
Statd, sent the discuss 178 feet,
1% inches. New M exico’s winn
ing throw in the Eastern Division
was good for 158 feet, 4% inches.
Comparative times also favor
the Western Division champion in
many of the running events, but
with eight teams fighting for
points, the comparative scores and
times may be worth little by meet
time.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

By Dick Bibler

Analysis Shows Castro Revolt
Probably Conceived Long Ago
By ROBERT BERRELLEZ

"PlD YOU ADVISEWOWHAL ID 5WrK£ OVER/fl? WftKgg;*rXuMu7/
STILLHAVEMYFORfilVENWEFORSENPlHS1W UWlWPKHEADM- CLOD, HUM?'

*P ositive Adventure9

JFK Calls for W ar of Attitudes
In Nation ‘Raised in Freedom’
By J. M. ROBERTS
Associated Press News Analyst
President Kennedy has called
the nation, “b o m of revolution
and raised in freedom” to a war
o f attitudes as well as of money
and physical power.
Gone is the Kennedy who spoke
not so long ago of unwillingness
among the people to pay his esti
mated price of victory.
The people, he says now, have
responded. “ It is heartening to
know, as I journey abroad to meet
De Gaulle o f France and Khrusho f the Soviet Union, that our
country is united in its commit
ment to freedom—and ready to
do its duty.”
Gone is the Kennedy who for a
time confused even his w ell-wish
ers with his emphasis on domes
tic planning in a world where fires
smouldered around the edges and
threatened to set the whole struc
ture ablaze.
Though sticking firmly to his
concept of the image which Ameri
ca must present in the attainment
of her potential greatness, the
President's message yesterday
finally achieved a packaging of
those elements and those measures
required “ for a great positive ad
venture” into the search for hu
man freedom.
Money wove its way through
out the message. Money for space,
money for military strength, mon
ey—much more money— for the
security of the people against pos
sible bombing attacks. Money for
economic and educational devel

C o m e in an d v isit . . .
for your

opment not just of Americans, but
for the human race.
Many foreigners, asked whether
the United States can best spend
her money on the dramatic space
competition with Soviet Russia,
on military preparedness of the
non-Communlst world, or on ir
rigation and health and econoifiics,
reply:
“ The United States cannot
choose. She must do everything.”'
That is what the President
asked. But he also said:
“ We stand for democratic rev
olution of social progress. We
stand for diversity, honest dis
agreements and mutual respect,”
said the President.
“ We intend to go the last mile
in patience.”
“ Preserve . t h e
independence
and equality of nations and bring
about world peace under law.
“ Practice democracy at home,”
he added.
“Whatever mankind must un
dertake, free men must fully
share.
“ Seek no cpnquests, no satel
lites, no riches.”
This is speaking not only of
money, not only o f rockets, not
only of the presentation of an eco
nomic and social image in an ap
peal to the material senses of
men; but also of attitudes, and of
promise beyond materialism.

Classified Ads
TYPING: LI 9-2840. Barbara Howell.

_______________________________ tfc

WANTED: Small portable typewriter,
nearly new. Call LI 9-1448 or Prof.
Walter Brown, Ex. 667.____________ tfc
TYPING in my home. Fast, accurate.
LI 9-2639.__________________________ tfc
FOR ACCURATE TYPING. Call LI
9-0318.___________________________________ l l l c

F in e F u r n itu r e

selection

Lucy’s
330 N. Higgins

FOR RENT:
Bachelor apartment,
furnished. Close to University. Man or
woman, graduate student or instructor,
by the year. LI 3-6938.__________t&thtfc
FOR SALE: Golf clubs, 3 woods, 8
irons. Call LI 9-4649 or see Hal Sherb e c k .___________________________ l l l c
WANTED: 3 riders to the East. Go
ing as far as Youngstown, Ohio. Leave
no later than June 7. Charge no more
than $30 apiece. Ex. 318 or LI 3-3766.
112nc
FOR SALE: 1951 Ford, 2-door sedan,
V-8, overdrive, radio, heater. Good
running condition. $125. Einar John
son. LI 9-0126.
lllc

Everything for the Student
Q U A L IT Y

V A R IE TY

Typewriter Supply Co.
314 North Higigns
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New York (A P )—Last April 16,
Fidel Castro proclaimed to the
world that his was a ' socialistic
revolution. The United States was
angry at him, he declared, be
cause he had managed such a
revolution under their noses.
How does one go about estab
lishing a Commuhist beachhead
just 90 miles from American soil?
Looking back over nearly 2%
years of covering the Cuban scene,
of re-evaluating insignificant— ap
pearing incidents and, much more
recently,, interviewing important
sources in Castro’s prisons, the
picture of how it was achieved be
comes clearer.
It also raises important ques
tions:
How long w ill it last? Can it be
toppled? How?
Only U.S. or OAS
Most of the scores of profes
sionals, ex-Castro government of
ficials, students and skilled ob
servers I discussed these ques
tions with during a 25-day im
prisonment in two of Castro’s
many jails, seemed to feel only
United States or Organization of
American S t a t e s intervention
would do it..
But their feelings had to be
scrutinized in the light of their
pitiful condition as prisoners.
In less hectic surroundings, in
Cuba and in this country, diplo
mats and other Observers seemed
to feel that total isolation of Cas
tro’s Cuba, coupled with an intel
ligent program of aid and propa
ganda in the areas most vulner
able to the Communist movement,
would lead to eventual destruc
tion of the Cuban regime.
A university professor said in
Havana recently:
Professor Comments
“ The revolution was not meant
to stop in Cuba, which is relatively
unimportant politically to the rest
of the Americas.
By isolating
it, it will starve to death. The Rus
sians will keep it alive so long as
it setves their purpose.
But if isolation makes the Rus
sians feel the rest of the Americas
will become less receptive to their
cause, they’ll drop Castro and try
it over again in another manner.
The revolution cannot survive
without Russian support.”
In Santiago this week, the chief
architects of the Cuban socialistic
movement, Raul Castro and Er
nesto Guevara, said the revolution
would not be exported but that
Cuba would continue to support
the cause of the poor in the world.
They were saying this more

Diggers Find
Salish House
Carling I. Malouf, associate pro
fessor of anthropology, reports that
the excavation work done last
weekend in an attempt to discover
the location of Salish House was
successful.
Salish House was one of the first
settlements in the Montana Ter
ritory. It consisted of six log cab
ins which have deteriorated. The
exact location has been unknown
for years.
The site is three miles east of
Thompson Falls.
Last weekend the group un
covered three logs, probably used
as part of the foundation and cor
ner posts of the buildings, and
burned stones, indicating that they
may have been used as part of a
fireplace.
Through a book by Catherine
White and a hand-written manu
script prepared by Thain White
(no relation)', the group was able
to determine the location within
a few hundred yards.
»
The group has made no further
plans to excavate.
GUY’S GOT COURAGE
MILAN, Italy (A P ) — Italian
journalist Fulvio Campiotti, 47, a
bachelor, who last year led more
than 100 women on a mass climb
of 13,800-ft. Mt. Rosa, reports he’s
taking 100 youngsters up next
Aug. 30.

A few days later, in Guantan
than a year ago and it was known
that at the same time they were
amo, the prime minister took a
sending out tons of revolutionary
vicious cut at the State Depart
propaganda — some disguised
ment, asserting it had long domi
even as earthquake relief aid for
nated Cuban affairs but would not
Chile.
do so in the future.
Words Contradict
The Guantanamo address now
Their words also contradict the
seems to have been the seed that
prime minister’s own statement of
sprouted an intense anti-American
a few months ago when he de campaign behind a smokescreen
clared Cuba would continue ex
for the socialistic revolution.
porting its revolution so lon g 'as
the United States “ promoted coun
HUFF TEACHERS AGENCY
terrevolution.”
Missoula, Montana
A re-evaluation of events that
M em berN A .T A .
led to the emergence of the revo
WESTERN STATES, ALASKA,
lution in its present form seems to
HAWAII, FOREIGN
Grades, High School, College
leave no alternative to the belief
Free
Life
Membership
a socialist-type regime for Cuba
Register now
46 Years’ Placement Service
was conceived long ago, that it
was meant as an incubator for
similar revolutions elsewhere, and
that deceit and treachery are its
main weapons.
The euphoria that swept the na
tion served to obscure tell-tale
signs that more than a national
istic, liberal and democratic move
ment was afoot. These signs were
confusing
and
disturbing to
American correspondents in Cuba
at the time; but they were related
to the betrayal of the true revolu
tionary ideals.
Actions Not New
For instance: Late in January
1959, in a speech near Bayamo in
Oriente Province, Castro spoke of
a need to create a Latin-Am erican news agency because, as he
put it, U.S. newsmen were “ not
reporting the truth.”

SALE!

1500 pair

SIDE OF

BEEF

45c

LB.
TOP QUALITY
CUT and WRAPPED
Dress poultry. ducks and geese
Wild game in season
SORENSEN LOCKER CO.
Rear of 230 Brooks
Phone LI 3-5280
Hiway 93

Palmer’s
D rug
offers you

casuals

2.99
1500 pair casual flats for
summer fun, all priced
for terrific savings! Were
to $7.95! Black, White
pastels! Hurry for best
selections!
WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR
. . . . street floor

• Free prescription delivery
service
• Open 9-9 weekdays
• 12 noon-6 Sundays
• Call LI 9-8579 for
emergency service
* * * •
By the
Southside National Bank

jfdf

OPEN TONIGHT
UNTIL 9 P.M.

is RAW TRUTH. . . NAILED TO THE SCREEN!

IA MERRILL/:EOWiRt)MOREYfiIVMANNATHtt/ UBW6ATESI ShtLLtl WINItnt)

NOW thru Monday! WILMA

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Marshall Forms
Now Available

Foreign Study M on ey
Is Available to Grads

B y Dick Bibler

Over 100 fellowships and assistantships are available to graduat
ing students for study in numerous
foreign countries, according to
Gordon Castle, chairman of the
biology department and the Uni
versity scholarship program.
Eligibility requirements vary,
although most of the scholarships
require that applicants be in good
health, have a good scholastic av
erage and have some knowledge of
the language spoken in the country
they will be going to. Financial
benefits and duration of the schol
arships also vary.
Students interested in additional
information should contact Mr.
Castle in Natural Science 312, he
said.

sfL n ff]

Applications for Marshall schol
arships are now available at the
jffice of Gordon Castle, chairman
>f the biology department, in Na
tural Science 312.
The scholarship program was es:ablished in 1953 by the United
Kingdom government as an ex
pression of gratitude for Marshall
kid. Its purpose is to enable grad
uates of U. S. colleges and uni
versities to study for a degree for
a period 'of at least two years, -Mi"*
Eastle said.
The scholarships provide for a
personal allowance, tuition, books
and a limited amount of travel
in that part of the United Kingdom
cvhere the college is located. A
larger allowance. is made for
married students, Mr. Castle said.
Application deadline for the 24
scholarships is Oct. 15.

Patronize the Advertisers

With Ripe Banana 35#
— we 5 p e n t e v e £ a m ftoufc fiernMfl K E w 7ie £

A 5TUC7T ^SS/Cts^THEN fcP 5TDPPEP g#AN SUGGBSTEPA fMMZ."

T h ey W ere H ere
519 S. Higgins Ave.

If You Didn’t
Graduate
Don’t Be a
Poor Loser

,

Prank Telephone Call Leads
T o M illion-Dollar Careers
NEW YORK (A P )— Somebody
should play a joke on you and
■ make you rich.
It can happen.
A prank phone call by a coed
two years ago has led to a milliondollar-plus career- for four musi
cal-minded members of the Phi
Delta Gamma fraternity at the
University of Washington.
Now internationally famous in
the young folk-song set, “ The
Brothers Four” are a bit bedaz
zled by a quick success, but aren’t
swept off their feet by it. Right
now, as perhaps the hottest and
newest group of performers in the
college entertainment circuit, they
are eternally grateful to Alexan
der Graham Bell.
The four, all between the ages
of 21 a'nd 23, are Dick Foley, Mike
Kirkland, John Paine, and Bob
Flick.
In 1959, they were Seattle cam
pus favorites when a phone call

COME AND TR Y
Famous Washington
Send a

APPLE

Hallmark

Pancakes

Contemporary Card
Fresh Apples W ith
Cinnamon Glaze

T o S o m eon e
W h o D id

90#

Lunch & Dinners, Too!

Garden City
Floral
119 N. Higgins
Phone LI 3-6628

Paul’s Pancake
Parlor
Next to the Fox Theater

All types of
Pizza

changed their lives. A joking coed
called, said she was the secretary
of a Seattle club, and invited them
to show up for an audition.
They did. The kind-hearted club
manager, who had never heard
of them, listened to them and gave
them their first break.
“ We got dinner for ourselves
and our dates, plus a lot of en
couragement—mostly from our
dates,” said Mike.
The boys then got an engage
ment at the well known “ hungry
i” club in San Francisco at $50 a
night for the group. That was
their springboard to national at
tention.
Since then they have made four
albums and a single recording
that has sold a million platters.
They have appeared on a dozen
top television shows, traveled
nearly half a million miles to per
form at 300 colleges in all the
states of the Union except Alaska
and Hawaii. '
They made from $2,500 a con
cert on up.
Resting now from their long
strain, the four are vacationing,
assembling new material, taking
summer courses to gain college
degrees, and planning an inter
national tour.
The boys work together to write
the words and music of old folk
tunes in their own style.

Violinist To Give
Music Recital
Zoe Ann Dress, violinist, will
present a concert Sunday at 8:15
p.m. in the Music School Recital
Hall .
Miss Dress represented Mon
tana at the International Congress
of Strings in Oklahoma.
On the program are “ Sonata in
E. Major” by Handel, “Pastorale”
by Takacs, “ Romance” by Sibelius,
‘'Ball Shem” by Bloch, “DuoOpus 7” by Kodaly and “ Con
certo No. II” by Wieniawski.
Marie Vance, pianist, will ac
company Miss Dress.

with R oot Beer

F r a n k Sinatra

From

R in g -a -d in g -

Judy Viehweg, Missoula, Barb
ara Thane, Hamilton, and Cathy
Becker, Florence, were awarded
scholarships for teacher training
at Montana State University, L i
nus J. Carleton, professor of educa
tion, announced Thursday.
Miss Viehweg and Miss Thane
each received a $75 scholarship
given by District II of the Mon
tana Federation of Women’s Clubs.
Michael Chase, Hamilton, and
Stephanie Flink, Warm Springs,
were named first and second alter
nates.
Miss Becker’s scholarship was
awarded by the Ravalli County
Unit of the Montana Education
Association. Judy Talbot, Cor
vallis, was named first alternate.

Before you buy
that special
diamond
be sure
to
shop at

Q u ick M ilk sh ak es
A n y F la v o r 2 5 c

" J u&r

Women Awarded
Teacher Training
U Scholarships

SPECIALISTS IN FINE DIAMONDS
Florence Hotel Building

. . . Hand detained sweaters
. . . Lingerie

(Slips, Baby Dolls, Shorty Gowns)

. . . Gadgets
A complete selection of
Gift Items
Remember:
A GIFT CERTIFICATE
IS ALW AYS WELCOME

v
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Snow’s A & W Root Beer Stand

Stereo and Hi-Fi

SOUTH ON 93
H ow about trying an A & W
with an A & W Burger

Baker’s
Music Center

Hammond Arcade
Friday, May 26, 1961
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State Road Map
Tiny Bit Ancient
HELENA (A P )—A former Mon
tana resident recently wrote the
State Advertising Department re
questing a new highway map. He
said his old map was worn out.
Sound routine? Well, it wasn’t.
Not this time at least.
Neil Metcalf of Momence, til.,
had been using a Montana high
way map dated November, 1914.
Metcalf was one of a family
that homesteaded in Rosebud
County in the early 1900s.
In those days unimproved roads
leading into Montana were called
the Butte-Salt Lake Trail, CodyGalveston Trail, Billings and Gulf
Trail, Glacier Park-St. Paul Trail
and the Spokane Trail.
Tlie ancient map lists no cities,
but does name a few “ settle
ments” and military and Indian
reservations.
The map has been donated to the
Montana Historical Museum.

New Issue of Journalism Review
Being Distributed on Campus
eluding “ A Content Analysis of
Mad Magazine,” by Judy McVey;
“ Study of a Soviet Propaganda
Magazine,” by Nancy Donner and
“ Editorial Attitude of The New
York Times Toward Labor,” b y
Gale Brammer.
Copies of Journalism Review
may be' obtained at the School o f
Journalism for $1.

The fourth edition of Journal
ism Review, published by the
School of Journalism, is now be
ing distributed.
One article in this edition pre
sents the results of a study of the
press coverage of the 1960 cam
paign by Montana daily newspa
pers. The study was conducted
by journalism students in Seninor Seminar.
Other articles include “News
and the Nation’s Security,” Dean
Stone Night address by Douglass
Cater; “ Appraising the Apprais
ers,” by Dean Nathan Blumberg;
“ A Hard Look at Montana Jour
nalism,” by V ic Reinemer, past
Dean Stone Visiting Lecturer at
the School of Journalism; “ The
Incomparable Tatsey,” b y Dorothy
Johnson; “ On Reporting Natural
Resources and Recreation,” by
Edward Dugan; “ Problem of Per
ception in Educational Television,”
by Herbert Seiter; “ The Future of
Educational TV,” by Erling Jor
gensen; and summaries of research
papers by journalism students, in-

Calling U

...

All seniors expecting to gradu
ate at end o f quarter see Miss
Van Duser at Sentinel Office.
Bring photo for hometown news
if another is preferred.
Canterbury, Sunday, 6 p.m., Sup
per, 7 p.m., Evensong.
LSA, Sunday, 5 p.m., Hambur
ger fry at Lutheran Center.
All college students from Pres
byterian, Christian, Congregational
Churches, 5 p.m., Sunday, Univer
sity Congregational Church. Plans
for United Campus Christian Fel
lowship.

GRADUATION GIFTS
with Personality
Jew elry
Travel Clocks
Book Ends
Clothes Brushes

Pin Cushions
Figurines
Hosiery Hampers
Bear Rug

M a u n lia tiX
No. 6 Hammond Arcade Bldg.

Patronize Your Kaimin Advertisers

B O O ST
your

SALES
through

KAB1IN
ADVERTISING

Little Goslings
Find Aqua Fine
BUTTE (A P )—Nine little gos
lings probably still wonder what
happened.
The day-old baby geese spent
four hours trying to swim away
from the turbulent water of the
Clark Fork River just above
Thompson Falls power plant. They
had been frightened by children
and swam to the plant for a haven.
Try though they would, the gos
lings couldn’t make it back across
the swirling waters of the fore
bay, where water is sucked into
the turbines.
Mama and daddy goose made it
without too much effort, but the
youngsters just couldn’t get up
enough steam.
Between tries they rested on a
rock, catching their breath to pad
dle into the stream again looking
for mom and dad. Foreman Char
les Duffield of the Montana Power
Co. plant stood it as long as he
could.
Then he called Butte and ex
plained his problem to dispatcher
Elbert R. Jones, who likes geese,
too.
The generators were cut back
and the flow of water from the
forebay into the turbine blades
was reduced.
The water in the forebay stilled.
Dials flickered in Butte, levers
were thrown and power diverted
from other plants.
Two hunderd miles away the
goslings looked at one another,
stepped into the water and paddied away to join their parents.
They found they could swim
like geese— it was easy.
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